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Do not use with babies or students under 2 years.

Product Safety Information, Warnings & Recommendations:

Harkla is not responsible for any injuries resulting from improper setup and/ 
or improper implementation and use of our products. Please review the safety 
warnings & our product use recommendations outlined below when using the 
products in the Classroom Sensory Kits.

Adult supervision is required when using any products in the Classroom Sensory Kits.

The Classroom Sensory Kits are designed for children 3 years or older.

SAFETY & TESTING INFORMATION

THE KITS & YOUR STUDENTS’ SAFETY

Warning! Keep all products away from fire.



Did you know that we test the safety of ALL our products?

Did you know that many companies don’t? (Wait, WHAT?!) 

All of our products are 3rd party tested according to US, CA, EU and UK safety 
standards. Our safety tests include testing our products for chemicals, heavy metals and 
weight limits... the whole enchilada!

All Harkla products are safety tested by US, CA, EU, and UK safety standards. 
This includes some really important product tests such as: 

CPSIA Lead (US Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act)

At Harkla we think you’re awesome! So we want to keep 
you & your students safe!

Learn more about our product testing & standards by visiting:
harkla.co/product-safety-testing

CCPSA (Canada Consumer Product Safety Act)

PRODUCT SAFETY TESTING & STANDARDS
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HOW TO USE THE HARKLA
SENSORY KIT IN CLASS
The best way to learn how to use your new Harkla Sensory Products is to complete our 
professional development program, Improving Focus & Behavior in the Classroom 
with Sensory Strategies.

If you or your school has purchased the professional development, you can login via 
the ‘Login’ QR code or link below. If you don’t have access to the training, you can 
learn more via the ‘Learn More’ QR code or link below.

HOW TO & MINI COURSES

Login to the 
Training:

Learn More About 
the Training:

Scan the QR Code below or by visiting:
harkla.co/PD-Login

Scan the QR Code below or by visiting:
harkla.co/classroom-training



FREE PRODUCT MINI COURSES
Rachel Harrington (COTA/L, AC) &  Jessica Hill (COTA/L), Harkla’s in-house 
experts, walk you through how your Harkla product works, the best practices on 
how to use it, and how to introduce it to your student or in your classroom! Follow 
along with our Certified Occupational Therapy Assistants with downloadable 
worksheets!

Visit:  

harkla.co/product-mini-courses 

Scan the QR code below to access your free product mini courses.
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Deep Touch Pressure

WEIGHTED LAP PAD & LAP ANIMAL

Weighted lap pads offer targeted Deep Touch Pressure input while seated,
which can:

The Weighted Lap Pad & Animal are sensory tools that offers deep touch pressure to 
a person’s legs as it rests on the lap when in a seated position. Deep touch pressure 
or deep touch pressure therapy (DTP) is firm, tactile sensory input that provides 
proprioceptive input to the whole body. 

Proprioceptive input is important for development because it helps to feel a sense 
of self, aides in self-regulation and promotes success in both fine motor and gross 
motor activities.

Increase time-on-task & time seated

Improve overall seated positioning

Increase calm with an organized sensory system

Increase awareness of “personal space” and how to appropriately engage 
with peers without overstepping social boundaries (e.g. hugging without 
asking) or not engaging enough (e.g. decreased eye contact).



Using the Weighted Lap Pad / Animal

The Weighted Lap Pad & Animal is a sensory tool that is generally used when 
someone has difficulty sitting still, or simply wants to calm down and relax.

Most commonly used by laying it across the lap while sitting, the Weighted Lap 
Pad & Animal can also be used by wrapping it around the shoulders, or by 
carefully placing it on top of the lap or chest while laying down.

The Weighted Lap Pad & Animal should not be used all day long. Generally, 
most users benefit from using the weighted lap pad for around 20 minutes at a 
time.    

The Weighted Lap Pad & Animal also serves as a terrific sensory tool. The 
softness of the textured ‘fur’ partnered with the interior weight makes a sensory 
input combination! This sensory combo gives the user an easy way to fulfill their 
fidget needs while calming them with the weight. 

For more strategies and information, listen to All Things Sensory by Harkla podcast:
Episode #68: Tips and Tricks for Using Weighted Products Efficiently
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2. Locate the Ties on the Inside of the Animal 
Cover & the Loops on the Inner Weight

There are 8 ties total: one in each corner & centered on each side of the outer 
animal cover.

There are 8 corresponding loops: one in each corner & centered on each side of the 
inner weight.

Weighted Lap Animal Assembly

1. Open the Hook & Loop Opening & Turn Outer 
Cover Inside-Out

Turn the outer animal cover inside out as much as possible. The head may prevent 
you from turning it inside-out completely.

Your Weighted Lap Animal arrives assembled for you, but we’ve included 
these directions for any future case where you’ll need to re-assemble your 
furry friend.  



3. Connect the Ties & Loops

4. Turn Right-Side Out & Secure the Hook & 
Loop Opening

With a tight bow or knot, connect the ties of the outer cover to each of the 
corresponding loops. To ensure that the inner weight is secured tightly to the 
outer cover, we recommend tying a second bow or knot after the first. 

Repeat for all the outer cover ties and inner weight loops.

Reach through the hook & loop opening of the outer cover and grab the far 
corners of the inner weight.

Pull the corners completely through the opening and
thus turning the lap animal right-side out. 

Close and secure the hook & loop 
opening. Enjoy your new furry friend!
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Deep Touch Pressure

WEIGHTED COMPRESSION VEST

Weighted Compression Vests offer targeted Deep Touch Pressure input which can:

The Harkla Weighted Compression Vest provides compression and weight, two 
ways to give your student’s body desired sensory input. Our vest provides a deep 
squeeze or hug-like feeling through tight-fitting compression that fits snugly against 
the wearer’s torso, providing deep touch pressure (DTP). The added weight also 
provides deep touch pressure, a concept similar to a weighted lap pad or weighted 
blanket.

Increase time-on-task & time seated

Improve emotional and sensory regulation

Increase calm with an organized sensory system

Increase awareness of “personal space” and how to appropriately 
engage with peers without overstepping social boundaries (e.g. 
hugging without asking) or not engaging enough (e.g. decreased 
eye contact).



Using the Weighted Compression Vest

Use caution when adding weight if your child has lower muscle tone. Start 
with just the compression vest without any weights.

Insert the ¼ lb & ½ lb weights into the pockets of the vest. Add a minimum 
amount of weight to start to achieve the desired amount of weight your child 
needs to feel most comfortable. Gradually increase as needed... Less is more!

Start with less weight and slowly increase as needed. Research shows that 
4-5% of the child’s body weight is the best amount for a child with sensory 
differences. For example, a child weighing 50 lbs, should use a weighted vest 
that’s 2-2.5 lbs.

Here’s a guide to follow when adding weight to 
your Weighted Compression Vest:

Small: No more than 3 lbs
Medium: No more than 4 lbs
Large: No more than 5 lbs

Add The Weights:
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To put on the Weighted Compression Vest, 
undo the velcro from one or both sides and 
place over the head.

Consulting with your school’s Occupational Therapist will be the most helpful 
tool in determining the proper wear schedule, as it is unsafe to leave a 
weighted vest on a child for long periods of time. 

Start with using the vest for 30 minutes, then taking it off for 30 minutes to 
allow the child’s nervous system to modulate the input!

With the velcro on the back of the child, 
adjust to fit snugly. Adjust the shoulder straps 
as needed to your child’s comfort level & 
compression input needs.

Putting On & Proper Fitting:

How Long To Wear / Creating A Wear Schedule:

If you’re feeling like your child needs more than the recommended weight, consult with an 
Occupational Therapist.



Best Practices with the Vest
If the child should wear the Weighted Compression Vest for a 20-40 minute 
activity, be sure to remove the vest for the same time period to allow the nervous 
system to reset. 

Some parents and educators feel that the vests are especially helpful during 
stressful times (i.e. school assemblies, doctor’s appointments). Should your child 
require additional, more consistent input throughout the day, consider adding a 
tight-fitting undershirt (lycra-based).

Having slightly more weight in the back of the vest can be helpful in increasing 
attention and focus. The weight should be evenly distributed as much as possible.

Identify a simple way to measure the effectiveness of the weighted vest. This can 
be done with the help of your school’s Occupational Therapist.

Keep in mind what you identified as the “why” behind choosing a Weighted 
Compression Vest. Develop a progress monitoring tool that is specific to your 
child so that you will know what works and what doesn’t.

For more strategies and information, listen to All Things Sensory by Harkla podcast:
Episode #68: Tips and Tricks for Using Weighted Products Efficiently
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Tactile & Proprioceptive Input

BODY SOCK

The Harkla Body Sock gives immediate feedback to the tactile and proprioceptive 
systems when it is worn, both in one static position or used for dynamic movement 
based tasks. 

Proprioception is the sense that tells your brain where all your body parts are, even 
if you’ve got your eyes closed, even when you’re upside down in a handstand, or 
folded in half cleaning something off the floor.

By providing deep pressure to the whole body and adding resistance to every 
movement, children get extra proprioceptive input with the Body Sock. It promotes 
body awareness - knowing where your body is in space. 

Climbing completely inside a Body Sock can minimize visual input, especially when 
an environment is overwhelming. It can target motor planning skills, challenging the 
user to figure out how to move the body while wearing it.

It also gives the tactile benefit for seekers because it is soft and stretchy to the touch. 
The Body Sock provides calming and organizing input all over the body at the same 
time. 



Using the Body Sock
The body sock is portable, fun and can be used creatively. There are so many fun 
ways to use it! Here are our favorites:

1. Play with Position and Movement

Try walking upright around the room or on all fours, crawl through tunnels, roll 
across the room or down a hill. 

Add another element to animal movements 
like bear walking, crab walk/scuttle, 
slithering like a snake, and hopping like a 
bunny.

Challenge yourself even more by playing 
leapfrog, doing jumping jacks, having 
wheelbarrow walk races, and so much more!
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2. Yoga Poses

3. Fun Motor Activities

Besides the obvious extension position of hiding your head inside the body sock and 
stretching all your limbs out like a 5-point star, hold some different yoga positions too.

Practice down dog, child pose, tree pose, or move through a sun salutation sequence 
while wearing the body sock and see how it feels. Try to maintain corpse position 
(Shavasana) all stretched out, still and relaxed, while doing some yogi breathing 
exercises.

Design an obstacle course and try to complete it while inside the body sock. Play 
balloon volleyball, or other balloon-based or ball games. See if you can operate a 
scooter board, roller-racer, or wheeled toy to add an element of motor planning.

Expand a movement activity on a swing or suspended equipment in an OT office to 
involve several sensory systems at once.

For more fun body sock ideas, check out the Harkla Blog!
Visit: harkla.co/body-sock-activities or Scan the QR Code.



Vestibular Input

Using the Wiggle Seat

WIGGLE SEAT

Although it seems like a child may be moving more, wiggle seats help give 
vestibular input, which can provide a sense of calm to the student. 

Vestibular input is the sensation of any change in position, direction, or movement 
of the head. It gives our bodies information about whether we are moving with or 
against gravity, fast or slow, moving or still, and what direction we’re headed. Using 
slow, linear movements (back and forth, side to side) gives much needed vestibular 
input and can create a feeling of calm.

Wiggle seats are one of the easiest alternative seatings options for your classroom. 
When you have a student who seems like they can’t sit still in their chair, give them 
the wiggle seat to see if all they needed was a way to direct their energy.

If you have multiple students who need the wiggle seat, then coming up with a 
rotation protocol can be helpful!
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Auditory Input

SENSORY HEADPHONES

When a child is over-responsive or defensive to auditory input, they may avoid loud, 
crowded spaces, cover their ears at loud noises or startle at unexpected sounds. 
Auditory sensitivities can lead to sensory over-stimulation, difficulties with self-regulation 
and even sensory overload. 

The sensory headphones reduce the actual noise level (decibels) that the ears process 
but does not completely eliminate noise altogether. For children with auditory sensitivities, 
this enables them to participate in potentially loud environments without being 
overstimulated by the sounds around them.

Using the Headphones
Sensory headphones are an easy go-to when you student seems 
overwhelmed by noise. After you’ve introduced and explained 
the sensory headphones with your class, the students who need 
the headphones the most will often times learn to ask for them.

Sensory headphones are best used when kids are focused on a 
task, versus during a lecture where they need to hear the teacher.



Visual Input

Using the Time Timer

TIME TIMER

Being able to “see” time  through a visual input can be very helpful 
for many children and can increase focus and self-regulation. Having 
time processed in the form of a visual input helps ease transitions and 
encourages independence and productivity for all abilities.

Show the student the timer. Set the timer for the desired amount of time and 
explain this to the student. Tell the student what will happen when the time is up.

Occasionally, remind the student how much time is left and what will happen 
when time is up. This may sound like, “Five minutes until art is over, then we will 
clean up.” It may be important to provide your student more frequent warnings 
when there is less time left.

When the time is up, say to the student, “Art is finished. It’s time to clean up.” 
Give the student a moment to process and/or show them a visual to support the 
completion of the activity.
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ABOUT HARKLA

Specializing in products for special needs children, we love to help parents create the 
ideal environment for their children to thrive in. We are here to help those with special 
needs live happy and healthy lives.

We are dedicated to helping families 
and children through our products, but 
we are passionate about finding other 
avenues as well to create as much 
impact as possible.

Because of this, we have a podcast and 
blog with content from occupational 
therapists that gives actionable advice 
to families raising children with sensory 
and special needs.

To continue our mission and to support 
the sensory community, we donate 
1% of every sale to the University of 
Washington Autism Center.

This money gets split between providing 
families in the Seattle area access 
to therapy they can’t afford, funding 
cutting edge autism research, and our 
annual scholarship to the University 
of Washington Autism Center’s APEX 
Summer Camp. 



CONTENT FOR OUR HARKLA FAMILY

All Things Sensory by Harkla
Tune in every Wednesday for a new podcast episode with 
Rachel (COTA/L, AC) and Jessica (COTA/L ) as they either 
go deep on a child development topic, or interview an expert 
in the sensory field! Their goal is to help you bring learning 
home and have fun while doing it!

Listen to our Podcast: harkla.co/podcast

The Harkla Blog
Is reading more your style? Our team of experts write 
actionable articles to help you address challenges related to 
sensory processing disorder, autism, and ADHD. While we go 
in depth and reference scientific studies as much as possible, 
the articles are written so anyone can read, understand, and 
get actionable information from them.

Visit our Blog: harkla.co/blogs/special-needs

@harkla_family www.harkla.co
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WEIGHTED BLANKET
Our Weighted Blankets are a great way to improve relaxation and sleep! Coming in 
a variety of sizes and colors, the Harkla Weighted Blankets can help increase calm 
for any child or adult.

Bamboo Interior -
Soft and breathable to 
keep comfy and cool 
during all seasons, in 
both cold and warm 
environments.

Duvet Style - 
Comes with two pieces, 
easy to wash and dry.

Sensory Seeking Fabric - 
Minky dot fabric is great 
for sensory seekers.



Visit 

harkla.co/products/
weighted-blanket

or 

Scan the QR Code  
below to learn more 
about Harkla Weighted 
Blankets
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Whether it’s for school, 
at home, at concerts and 
movies, or on car rides, a 
Harkla Weighted Lap Pad 
is the perfect portable tool 
to help achieve a calm, 
relaxed child.

Machine Washable -
We all know this 
Lap Pad will get 
something spilled on 
it... no worries! It stays 
perfectly soft through 
machine washing!

PRODUCT CATALOG

WEIGHTED 
LAP PAD



Extra Weighted Pockets - 
If the Lap Pad doesn’t have 
enough pockets, it will slide off 
your child’s lap. That’s why we 
have stitched so many into it!

Durable - 
We built this Lap Pad to take a 
beating so you don’t have to 
worry about it breaking.

Visit 

harkla.co/products/
weighted-lap-pad

or 

Scan the QR Code below 
to learn more about the 
Harkla Weighted Lap Pad
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COMPRESSION SENSORY SWING
Compression and swinging at the same time! Our Compression Sensory Swing is a 
family favorite for extra sensory play, or even taking naps in! Holding up to 200lbs, 
this swing is a versatile way to get wiggles out for any kiddo.

2 Way Stretch Fabric -
Doesn’t sag to the bottom 
while still providing 
compression.

All Hardware Included - 
We 3rd party test our 
hardware to make sure 
this is the safest set up 
possible.

Soft, Yet Durable - 
Our fabric is built to last, 
but is extremely soft, 
comforting and soothing 
to lay in.



Visit 

harkla.co/products/
compression-sensory-
swing

or 

Scan the QR Code below 
to learn more about the 
Harkla Compression 
Sensory Swing



Our Pod Sensory Swings 
are designed to give 
sensory input while 
providing a relaxing place 
for your child to unwind! 
They are a great addition to 
any sensory room.

Made to Last -  
Our sensory swing is 
made of durable but 
comfortable cotton 
canvas.

PRODUCT CATALOG

POD
SENSORY 
SWING



All Hardware Included -
Comes with everything you need 
for easy setup.

Safe for Your Child - 
Holds up to 150lbs for a safe 
place for your child!

Visit 

harkla.co/products/
sensory-pod-swing

or 

Scan the QR Code below 
to learn more about the 
Harkla Pod Sensory Swing
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Soft & Comfortable -  
Made with flocked vinyl, 
this durable sensory tool 
is your child’s new comfy 
spot. 

Easy to Inflate -
An electric pump is 
included for easy setup!

Comes in Two Sizes - 
Small: 48 x 29 x 20 inches 
(Recommended: 2-6, max 
50 lbs)

Medium: 60 x 29 x 20 inches 
(Recommended: ages 6-12, 
100 lbs or less)

PRODUCT CATALOG

HARKLA HUG
The Harkla Hug combines a sensory input tool with the fun of a toy! Inflate the pea 
pod and watch your child explore a new comfort spot in your home or kids sensory 
room. 



Visit 

harkla.co/products/
harkla-hug

or 

Scan the QR Code  
below to learn more 
about the Harkla Hug
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The Harkla Body Sock 
helps to soothe & calm, 
but also encourages your 
child to explore their 
movements by pressing 
and stretching the 
material. Your child will 
love to play, stretch, or 
relax in our sensory sock!

Child Friendly Snaps -
Located at the head 
opening, our snaps 
accommodate sensory 
needs, unlike scratchy 
velcro.

PRODUCT CATALOG

BODY SOCK



Soft, Yet Tough - 
Made of a special blend of nylon 
and spandex, with reinforced 
stitching for comfort & durability.

Designed for Compression -
Our sizing & accurate proportions 
are designed to provide ultimate 
deep touch pressure.

Visit 

harkla.co/body-sock

or 

Scan the QR Code below 
to learn more about the 
Harkla Body Sock
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COMPRESSION SHEET
Adding a breathable, but compressing sheet to your child’s bed can create a 
calming, hug-like effect that improves sleep! The soft fabric of our Compression 
Sheet is a sensory friendly addition to any bed and a great alternative to a 
weighted blanket!

Special Seams -  
We kept the seams very 
minimal & the bottom end 
open to provide sensory 
friendly sleeping.

Machine Washable -
Easy to wash when 
needed.

Comes in Three Sizes - 
Twin, Full & Queen size. 



Visit 

harkla.co/products/
compression-sheet

or 

Scan the QR Code  
below to learn more 
about the Harkla 
Compression Sheet
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Our weighted compression 
vest combines a sensory 
input tool with a wearable 
by applying pressure to 
sensitive areas of the body. 
The perfect portable tool to 
help your child feel secure, 
calm & focused.

Includes Added Weight -
Perfect for a customized 
fit for every child, 
whether at home or in the 
classroom.

PRODUCT CATALOG

WEIGHTED 
COMPRESSION
VEST



Mesh Design On Front & Back - 
To help keep your child cool 
no matter what activity they’re 
engaged in.

Comfortable & Durable - 
Made out of soft neoprene and 
breathable mesh, our weighted 
compression vest is made to last.

Visit 

harkla.co/products/
weighted-compression-vest

or 

Scan the QR Code  below 
to learn more about 
the Harkla Weighted 
Compression Vest
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CONTACT US 

Email:
support@harkla.co

Phone:
1-(844)-442-7552

Website:
harkla.co

US Local Address:
Harkla
1403 Broadway Ave.
Boise, ID 83706

EU Local Address:
Harkla
C/O Global Ecommerce Experts LTD
Haus A / 1. Etage
Edisonstrasse 63
12459 Berlin

UK Local Address:
Harkla 
Unit 5 Mountpark
Wide Lane
Southampton
SO18 2FA

If you ever need anything, please contact us:

Please recycle me!


